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Summary
Software testing is an important activity of the software development process. It is a critical element of software quality assurance. Structural-oriented test methods which define test cases on the basis of internal program structure are widely used. Evolutionary testing is a promising approach for automation of structural test case design, which search test data that fulfill given structural test criteria by manner of evolutionary computation.

In this article we investigate the performance of proposed GA with different parameters combinations used to automate the test data generation for path coverage. The investigation involves crossover strategies and methods of selecting of parents for reproduction and mutation rates. The results of the study showed that double crossover was more successful in path coverage. The study results also that, selecting parent for reproduction according to their fitness is more efficient than random selection. And that mutation rate is better adjusted with program at hand. Also, we studied the generation to generation progress in the proposed GA while searching for good test data. The work is compared with random testing. And we concluded that the proposed GA improves the search from one generation to the next, and performs better than random testing, where the search was absolutely random and does not show improvement through the generations. Another observation is that random testing generates less successful test cases than the proposed GA.
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1. Introduction
Software testing is a laborious and time-consuming work [1] [18]. It spends almost 50% of the software system development resources. To increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the test and thus to reduce the overall development cost for software system, we require a test that is systematic and automatable. The automation of test case generation is the most important aspect of automatic testing. No powerful test data generation tools are commercially available today.

For years, many researchers have proposed different methods for generating test data automatically [3][4][5] [6][7]. This article studies the use of GA in structural testing, where test cases are selected so that the structural components are covered.

The study is based on path coverage criterion for testing. In section 2 we explain the objectives of the work then a short overview of evolutionary testing and path testing is presented in section 4 and 4 respectively. Our proposed GA is described in section 5. The results of the conducted experiments are presented section 6. Conclusion and remarks are given in section 7.

2. Objective
Past experiment with GA indicates that GA needs to be tuned for the problem of test data generation. In this article we investigate the performance of different GA parameters. The investigation of the proposed GA includes the following: (1) which crossover strategy is most efficient. (2) which parent selection method is most efficient. (3) which mutation rate gives best result.

3. Evolutionary testing
Evolutionary testing is characterized by the use of meta-heuristic search for test case generation. The considered test aim is transformed into an optimization problem [6] [8] where the input domain of the test object forms the search space for test data that fulfills the respected search aim. An example of evolutionary algorithms is Genetic Algorithms (GA). GA operates on a string of digits called chromosomes [9], each digit that makes up the chromosome is called gene, and a collection of such chromosomes makes up a population. Each has a fitness value associated with it, and this fitness value determines the probability of survival of an individual to the next generation. After the next generation is created a percentage of the chromosomes are crossed and small
percentages are mutated. A block diagram of GA is shown in Fig.1.

GA with selection, crossover, and mutation is an adoptive search technique that has been applied in many areas [9]. Adoptive search techniques are not guaranteed to find the optimal solution, however they often find a very good solution in limit of time [10]. GA is used to generate test data because their robustness and suitability for solutions of different test tasks has already been proven in previous work, e.g. [3], [7], [11], and [12]. Genetic algorithms guarantee high probability of improving the quality of individuals over several generations according to the Schema Theorem [10].

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Genetic Algorithms

4. Path testing

Path coverage is an effective software structural testing criteria. If testing can be designed to force execution of all paths, every statement in the program will have been guaranteed to be executed at least one time and every condition will have been executed in its true and false sides [5] which make it the utmost coverage. Thus an effective software structural testing should have path coverage as its objective. Genetic algorithms could be applied to path testing if the target paths are clearly defined and an appropriate fitness function related to this goal is built.

Test case generation for path testing consists of four basic steps:

1) Control Flow Graph construction: A CFG is a representation of a program where contiguous regions of code without branches, known as basic blocks, are represented as nodes in a graph and edges between nodes indicate the possible flow of the program. A cycle in CFG may imply that there is a loop in the code. In this step, the source program is transferred to a graph that represents the control flow of the program. Each branch of the graph is denoted by a label and different branches correspond with different labels.
2) Target path selection: In path testing, paths are extracted from the CFG, and some paths might be very meaningful and need to be selected as target path for testing (e.g. the path for Equilateral triangle).
3) Test case generation and execution: in this step the algorithm automatically creates new test cases to execute new path and leads the control flow to the target path. Finally, a suitable test case that executes the target paths could be generated.
4) Test result evaluation: this step is to execute the selected path and to determine the test criteria is satisfied

5. The Proposed Algorithm

The aim of this work is improving fitness function calculation, which is the more costly component of genetic algorithm, to get performance improvements. Our approach is to develop GA algorithm to generate test data for path coverage. The fitness function proposed to evaluate each test data is a modification to the Hamming Distance, which quantify the distance between two given paths. The fitness function in this work will be named Shifted-Modified-SIMILARITY (SMS). Given a target path and a current one, the similarity is calculated from cascaded edges for each of the paths being compared using hamming distance or symmetric differences (the symmetric difference between set A and set B is ( )). Similarities are then normalized and summed associated with a weighting factor which is usually found by experience. To obtain the total similarity this value is used as the objective function used to evaluate individuals in the population.

For path testing, two different paths may contain the same branches but in different sequences [13]. To increase path coverage within limited time and computational efforts, we proposed the (SMS). Where we shift paths being compared to right and left for calculating that distance (detailed in [14]). To obtain the objectives of the work we experimented in the following areas:
1) GA Parameter Combinations: two crossover strategies, namely single-point and double-point crossover (illustrated in Fig.2.), were studied. Also, selection of parents for reproduction at random according to fitness are two methods investigated, and results are discussed in the next section. In addition, probability of mutation (Pm) is another GA parameter which was varied and applied to find the suitable Pm rate that gives best results. The results discuss different Pm rates.

2) Monitoring GA progress: in this part we study the speed of convergence of the population generated from generation to generation. This measures the efficiency of the fitness function and the difficulty of the target/goal path.

### Single-point crossover at k=9

- **Parents**
  - 1100101010 0101010111 0000101100
  - 0011100001 1111000000 1010101010

- **Offspring**
  - 1100101001 1111000000 1010101010
  - 0011100010 0101010111 0000101100

### Double-point crossover at k=5, m=13

- **Parents**
  - 1100101010 0101010111 0000101100
  - 0011100001 1111000000 1010101010

- **Offspring**
  - 1100100001 1111000000 1010101010
  - 0011101010 0111000000 1010101010

Fig.2. Single-point and double-point crossover.

### 6. Discussion of Results

To investigate the performance of GA parameter combinations with the proposed algorithm, we experimented with the triangle classifier program (Tri-Class). The program is a benchmark for many researches in software testing [15] [16] [17][18]. It classifies a triangle as valid, scalene, isosceles or equilateral given the length of the triangle sides. In the first step, the selection of parents for reproduction was either random or according to fitness (roulette wheel) method. Fig.3 list the average of test data generated to cover the goal paths in the program over 10 runs. The population was 500 individuals for 50 generations/iterations with 1.0 probability of single-point crossover and mutation rate Pm= 0.05. As shown, selection of parent according to their fitness value was far more effective than random selection.

![Tri-class with different select method (single-point crossover)](image)

Fig.3. Path coverage for Tri-Class with different select method of parents

Fig.4 shows the same comparison using same parameters in the above experiment except that double-point crossover was used to generate offspring. As can be seen in the figure, the selection of parents according to fitness value was more successful in generating test data to cover all goal paths in the program under test than random method. In general, when the generation of the next population based on roulette wheel, the fitness function determines the probability of selection allowing those with high fitness more chance of offspring in the next generation in comparison of their less fit companions.

![Tri-class with different select method (double-point crossover)](image)

Fig.4. Path coverage for Tri-Class with double-point crossover.

In another experiment, the mutation rate for the proposed algorithm was investigated. Fig.5 shows the experiment results with two mutation rates. The first is 0.05 which is the reciprocal of the chromosome length \( \frac{1}{24} \) and the second was a smaller value of (0.005) which approximately is the reciprocal of generation population size. As can be seen in Fig.5, the lower rate of 0.005 for Pm was better than 0.05 which was less effective. The best mutation rate for the Tri-Class program turns to be 0.005. Which means that on the average, one mutation
every 200th gene. If mutation rate was high, the change in the chromosome is too big; the building block of the chromosome will be lost or badly affected. It will be similar or close to random generation of data, and that is why results are worsen when experimented with Pm rates: 1.0 and 0.1. In other experiments, when Pm is very small (like 0.001, 0.0001) the results deteriorate because there is no enough disruption in the population.

Another interesting result is shown in Fig.6. The figure shows comparison of GA performance in both single-point crossover and double-point crossover, the other parameters was same as before, i.e. 500 individuals for 50 generations and Pm=0.005. As can be seen in the figure, the average number of data generated to cover paths for the four types of triangle in double-point crossover was larger than the single-point crossover. This is because in double-point crossover there are good chances to double exchange the good genes between two fit parent to generate a yet better offspring. In the case of Tri-Class program, Comparison between the two crossover operators favors double-point crossover. Single-point-crossover may only change one input variable at a time, but double-point crossover may change two input variables (see Fig.2. above), which increase the effectiveness of the search. In general double-point crossover explores more of the domain than single-point crossover. This gives the indication that the strength of GA techniques exists in crossover operation.

In this section we show results of studying generation to generation progress in the GA search i.e. how does case-generation progresses from one generation/iteration to the next. The proposed GA algorithm using SMS as objective fitness function was applied to the Max-Min and Tri-Class programs. Tri-Class was explained earlier. Max-Min (the maximum minimum) program finds the maximum and minimum values, within an array of numbers. The program has two sequential selection statements inside a loop in which all the conditions are simple. And to allow more confidence in the proposed algorithm, the obtained result is compared with results obtained from random testing for the same two programs with similar parameters.

The GA parameters used for MAX-Min program was as follows: pop size of 500, max-gen of 10 Pc=1.0 (single-point) Pm=0.05. The parent selection was according to fitness. For simplification, the results of selected 3 paths out of 13 paths in Max-Min program, over 10 generation, is shown in Fig.7-a. As shown in the figure, the selected goal paths were covered with good amount of data, since they are equal in difficulty of coverage and the progress is visible from 1st generation. SMS performs better and better from one generation to the next. In Fig.7-b., the progress in random testing is rather random. No improvement in the search for test data is seen in the selected 3 paths. Another observation from the results (shown in Fig.7-a. and Fig.7-b.) is that the number of good test data generated using SMS is about double the data generated using random testing.
Random testing progress for some paths of Max-Min program

Fig. 7-b. Random testing performance progress for Max-Min

Fig. 8-a. shows that invalid and scalene triangle types were easily covered with large amount of good test data to cover them in the 1st to the 3rd generation (and then the average is approximately 400 test cases in each generation) while it took SMS about 10 generation to improve and give an adequate number of good test data to cover Isosceles triangle path (approximately 150 test cases in each generation). The most difficult path to be covered in the program is the equilateral triangle. The SMS shows improvement after about 30 generations/iterations since it is very difficult to generate test cases with 3 identical numbers to cover the path. Fig. 8-b. shows random test progress for Tri-Class program with same number of individuals and generations. The progress is not clear in invalid and scalene triangles paths though they are comparatively easy to cover, while the progress is poor and there is almost no progress in generating test data for the difficult paths of isosceles and equilateral triangles. And generally, the average number of good test data generated is less than (approximately half) the average generated using SMS-based GA, in all the selected goal paths.

GA progress of Tri-Class program

Fig. 8-a. GA performance progress for Tri-Class

We conclude that the random testing does not improve from one generation to the next. The search is absolutely random in each iteration and good test data generated are less than SMS-based GA. This indicates that calculated SMS fitness value provides the necessary feedback for the GA to generate better test data in the next generations.

Random progress of Tri-Class program

Fig. 8-b. Random testing performance progress for Tri-Class

7. Conclusion

This article investigates the performance of a proposed GA for path testing. We have studied the performance of different GA parameters (crossover strategies, mutation rates and parent selection methods). The experiments with Tri-Class program showed that double crossover is more effective than single crossover strategy. And that selection parent for reproduction according to their fitness gave better results than random selection of parents. A very small value for mutation rate (0.005) gave the best results. In fact, larger rates for Pm were tested but were found disruptive while much lower rates was less effective which indicates that mutation rate (Pm) is better adjusted with program at hand.

For studying the GA progress from generation to generation, the experiment with Tri-Class and Max-Min programs showed that SMS-based GA performs better from one generation to the next to cover selected paths even with difficult paths like Equilateral triangle in Tri-Class program. The comparison with random testing showed that when generation of the next population is based on selecting those individuals with high fitness, this gives the chance to generate a better offspring than of random testing which had a poor or no progress in the generation of test data and generated much less number of good test data.

The next step is to experiment the proposed algorithm using more complex programs with loops and arrays using different data types (integers, floats, characters).
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